Method for Suppression of Stacking Faults in Wurtzite III—V Nanowires
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ABSTRACT

The growth of wurtzite GaAs and InAs nanowires with diameters of a few tens of nanometers with negligible intermixing of zinc blende stacking is reported. The suppression of the number of stacking faults was obtained by a procedure within the vapor–liquid–solid growth, which exploits the theoretical result that nanowires of small diameter (∼10 nm) adopt purely wurtzite structure and are observed to thicken (via lateral growth) once the axial growth exceeds a certain length.

The interest in one-dimensional structures of III—V compound semiconductors stems from their applicability to studying fundamental physics problems as well as from their potential applications.1—5 The III—V nanowires (NWs) are commonly nucleated and grown via vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) mechanism with the assistance of metal (usually gold) droplets,6 which can be applied to any epitaxial growth method such as MOCVD,7—10 CBE,11 or molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).12—16 The diameter and length of the VLS grown NWs are determined by the size of the gold droplets and the duration of the growth, respectively, whereas the shape of NWs is strongly determined by other growth conditions, such as group V/III flux ratio and substrate temperature. Although it was shown that the VLS mechanism allows obtaining NWs uniform in diameter with a large aspect ratio (important features to make them suitable as one-dimensional (1D) conducting channels, waveguides, or nanosize electromechanical systems (NEMS)), controlling the microstructure of such NWs is still a challenging task.

It is widely observed that the crystallographic structure of GaAs, InAs, and some other III—V NWs is strongly dominated by the hexagonal wurtzite (WZ) structure, despite the fact that bulk and two-dimensional growth of these compounds leads to strictly cubic, zincblende (ZB) structure. Moreover, most of such NWs, especially those important for scientific and practical purposes, that is, NWs with diameters of tens of nanometers, embody occasional stacking faults (SFs) originating from the presence of alternating layers of WZ and ZB along the <111> axis, as one can see in the example shown in Figure 1a. Alternatively, a GaAs WZ wire with a significantly lower concentration of SFs is shown in Figure 1b. Even though preliminary evidence indicates that SFs may not be deleterious to electronic conductance,17 these defects are feared to impede ballistic transport through NWs and are suspected to affect the performance of NWs based optical devices. Therefore, the quest for NWs with a negligible number of SFs has become a major challenge to the growers of 1D III—V semiconductor structures.18,19 For example, the effect of growth conditions

Figure 1. GaAs WZ NWs grown in the [111] direction. (a) Rod shape wire with many SFs grown on a (111)B surface. (b) Pencil shape wire with a single SF grown on a (011) surface. Scale bars are 10 nm. Insets: overview of the NW. Tips are pointed out by arrows. Scale bars are 0.5 µm.
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on the occurrence of SFs in both ZB\textsuperscript{20} and WZ\textsuperscript{21,22} NWs have recently been published.

In this letter we propose a different growth approach of WZ III-V semiconductor NWs along the [0001] direction with a considerably suppressed number of SFs. Although we present mostly GaAs NWs, the obtained results are valid also in the case of InAs.

Our approach is based on combining two findings associated with growth of InAs and GaAs NWs by the VLS method. We combine the theoretical result that NWs of small diameter (∼10 nm) adopt purely WZ structure with the experimental observation that they tend to grow laterally once the axial growth exceeds a certain length. Relating first to the former, we note that lateral surface energy plays a crucial role in the stability of the NWs. The theoretical investigations show\textsuperscript{23,24} that the number of dangling bonds at the clean nonsaturated surfaces is larger for ZB than for WZ. This leads to higher lateral surface energy for ZB than for WZ. Thus, the wire’s free energy (defined in ref 24 as the total energy of the NW diminished by the energy of bulk crystal, per atomic pair) is lower for WZ structures, which explains the occurrence of the WZ phases during the growth of such NWs. However, contribution of the lateral surface to the total free energy diminishes with increasing the NWs’ diameter. For some critical diameter, the inside volume cohesive energy (which in the case of GaAs and InAs, in contrast, is lower for ZB than for WZ) becomes more important, the free energies of the WZ and ZB become comparable and SF are likely to form. The critical diameter is material dependent, and for GaAs numerical estimates in ref 23 give the value of 11.2 nm. Using methods based on the density functional theory to determine the atomic configuration that corresponds to the minimum energy (with full atomic positions relaxation and NW surface reconstruction allowed), we found that for the diameters of up to 5 nm the most stable NWs adopt the WZ (0001) structure.\textsuperscript{24} Here, to estimate the free energy for NWs with larger diameter we extrapolate the curves representing the best fit to our results obtained for thin NWs. The extrapolated values of the free energy per atomic pair for ZB and WZ GaAs and for InAs NWs are presented in Figure 2. As shown in the figure, for both GaAs and InAs wires with diameters of the order of 10 nm we obtained the free energy to be still lower for WZ structure, but the energy differences per atomic pair between ZB and WZ are only few millielectron volts, much lower than $k_B T$ at given growth conditions. It should be noted that in the bulk such differences are only 19 meV for GaAs and 14 meV for InAs, and the ZB structure is still stable below the melting temperature. On the other hand, ZnS, for example, in the energy difference between ZB and WZ phases is as small as 6 meV/pair\textsuperscript{25} and is not sufficient to make the compound stable, that is, such energy difference allows for reversible changes from one phase to the other at about 1300 K.\textsuperscript{26} These facts suggest that at typical growth temperatures, a difference higher than about 10 meV should lead to NWs with stable structure, but for differences lower by a few millielectron volts the instabilities and SF should appear. For GaAs NWs, we obtained an energy difference between ZB and WZ which is equal to 10.8 and 5.24 meV for 10 and 14 nm thick NWs, respectively. For InAs, the respective differences are 8.06 and 4.37 meV for 10 and 12 nm thick NWs, correspondingly.

In agreement with these theoretical estimates, we indeed observe a diminishing amount of SF with reduction of the wires’ diameter. In particular, SF-free InAs wires, as thin as 10 nm or less and 5 μm long, were reproducibly grown. A long fragment of such InAs wire with diameter 10 nm, is shown in Figure 3a. GaAs wires of such thickness are rare but exhibit the same behavior (Figure 3b).\textsuperscript{27} It should be noted that although this theory accounts for the most important total energy parameter it does not take into account many other factors, which occur during the growth and influence the NWs crystal structure. In particular, the theory does not account for the nucleation processes that are predominantly determined by the supersaturation, which in turn affects also the alternations between WZ and ZB.\textsuperscript{21,22}

The NWs were grown by MBE (in a Riber 32 solid source system) using the VLS method. A layer of gold 0.5–1 nm thick was evaporated directly onto the GaAs substrate (in a
separate chamber attached to the MBE system), after an initial oxide removal at 600 °C. Subsequently, the wafer was moved into the attached MBE growth chamber where GaAs or InAs NWs growth was initiated at a substrate temperature of 550 °C and an As /Ga flux ratio on the order of 200. The analysis of the morphological and structural properties of the wires was performed by SEM (Zeiss Supra 55 system at 2 kV) and TEM (for normal resolution, Philips CM120 microscope operating at 120 kV; for high resolution, FEI Tecnai F30 UT operating at 300 kV). Atomic-resolution high-angle annular dark-field STEM images were taken in a probe-side aberration corrected FEI Titan 80−300 microscope operated at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV. Samples examined by TEM were prepared by dispersing NWs in ethanol using an ultrasonic bath for 1 min, followed by taking a drop from the suspension and placing it on a 300 mesh carbon/collodion/Cu or lacy carbon/Cu grid.

To reduce the number of SF in thicker wires, we take advantage of the tendency of thin wires to grow laterally once the axial growth exceeds a certain mean migration length.14,28 The idea here is to use the ultrathin, SF free NW as a “core” for further growth into a thicker wire with a tapered/pencil shape morphology. Such shape has previously been related to layer-by-layer growth fed by nucleation of atoms diffusing on the NW sidewalls.28 Assuming that the thin core NW contains minimal number of SF, the resulting tapered/pencil shape NWs will not have any additional SFs, since no new ones can form in the process of lateral growth. The SFs are not expected to form during the lateral growth because their formation demands moving many atoms, which is energetically very costly. In other words, the energy difference between WZ and ZB phase is too small to compensate for the high energy needed for such a transition. It should be mentioned here that, as shown by Gilles Patriarche et al.,29 for buried wires such transition is possible. In this case the high energy required for moving the atoms is compensated by energy gain related to adjusting the NW sidewall to the crystallographic structure of the burying layers. However, in our case of free sidewalls, such mechanism is not possible.

Moreover, we note that the crystallographic structure of the laterally grown thicker NW should be WZ, as determined by the structure of the thin WZ core, even in the range where the free energy for the larger final radii is lower in ZB structures. This is due to the fact that, in contrast to the catalytic vertical growth (during which the new atomic layers can easily find positions minimizing the free energy), the lateral growth is rather similar to the noncatalytic layer-by-layer epitaxial growth, where the structure is determined primarily by the substrate. The fact that layers follow the structure of the substrate even for several microns of epitaxial growth was shown by many authors, for example, in ref 30 the growth of a 8.5 µm thick ZB crystalline layer of MnTe (a material having WZ structure under normal conditions) on GaAs (001) substrate was reported.

Apparently, the prerequisite for reproducible growth of such “core”-shell/pencil shape NWs is an ability to control the small dimension of the original gold droplets. Our attempts to obtain small droplets on the commonly used (111)B GaAs surface have shown that in this case it is very difficult to ensure that the droplets will not be overgrown by the bulk growth. However, looking at GaAs NWs grown on the (111)B surface one can observe occasional (very low density) pencil shape NWs among a high density of rod shape wires. This is due to the typical distribution of gold clusters on a (111)B surface, as shown in Figure 4a. Among the uniformly distributed large gold clusters with diameters ∼50 nm, occasional small 10−20 nm diameter droplets are observed. In contrast to the (111)B surface, the distribution of gold clusters on the (011) surface (formed under the same conditions) is very different as can be seen in Figure 4b. Here the gold clusters are typically much smaller (10−20 nm) and quite uniform in size.

Images of the top and side views of fully grown pencil shape GaAs NWs on a (011) surface are seen in Figure 5. As one can see in the figure, on the (011) surface we obtain a much larger population of such wires as compared to the (111)B surface.

Detailed STEM studies performed on pencil shape wires show (Figure 6) that they have a perfect WZ structure with
Trying to understand the above results, we note that the wetting/adhesion properties of gold can be related to the typical density of dangling bonds covering the surface of the substrate. Namely, higher density of dangling bonds would lead to stronger adhesion to the surface (due to energy gain upon passivation of the dangling bonds). In turn, stronger adhesion translates to lower mobility of gold atoms on the surface, restraining the aggregation that takes place in Oswald Ripening like processes. In other words, a lower surface mobility prevents the small gold droplets, which are initially formed upon heating, from joining together into larger droplets, as we have seen on the (111) surface. Consequently, since the density of dangling bonds at the (011) surface of ZB is higher than at the (111) surface and the density of bonds at the (211) surface is expected to be even higher than that, we decide to use the latter for the growth of a high density of pencil shape NWs. Indeed, on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>substrate</th>
<th>nanowire structure</th>
<th>average reclining angle (degrees)</th>
<th>maximum length (µm)</th>
<th>total number of stacking faults</th>
<th>number of wires measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(111)B</td>
<td>WZ</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>many</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(011)</td>
<td>WZ</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0–12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(211)B</td>
<td>WZ</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the (211)B substrate we managed to grow pencil shape GaAs NWs, which nucleated around a very thin core of ~10 nm (Figure 7a). In this growth, we used a particularly thin layer of gold, some 0.3 nm thick. A gold layer of such thickness on a (111)B substrate becomes completely covered by the bulk growth and thus is unable to initiate growth of NWs. On the (211)B surface, in spite of the very small diameter of gold droplets, wires emerge (at an angle of about 73 degrees, i.e., they grow in the most energetically favorable direction, along the [0001] crystallographic axis). Figure 7c,d show the general appearance of an as grown sample of GaAs nanowires on a (211)B surface. The TEM studies of some of these wires confirm that they indeed exhibit a significantly lower concentration of SF than seen in wires growing on the (111)B surface (see Figure 7b).

Finally, we note that the axial growth of thin wires from small droplets not only ensures a suppressed concentration of SF but also provides an enhanced growth rate as compared to the growth of the comparable rod shape wires, thanks to the fact that thin wires grow faster.12 This is further subjected to the effect of the tilt angle that increases the direct impingement of atoms on the wires’ sidewalls.32 Consequently, the NWs that form after lateral growth are longer from the respective rod shape NWs by at least 30%. The smaller average droplet size as well as the reining angle, which facilitates collection of more of the impinging atoms, are most likely responsible for the fact that the growth on (011) surface produces, after five minutes of growth under similar conditions, wires which are about 20% longer than wires grown on (111)B surface. Some typical characteristics of the NWs grown in the [0001] direction on the three different substrate orientations are given in Table 1.

In conclusion, being equipped with the theoretical understanding and supported by the experimental finding that thin wires on the order of 10 nm are bound to be WZ and free of SF, we suggest that such wires can be used as a core for further growth of thicker wires with a tapered/pencil shape morphology. In as much as SFs can form only along the [0001] axis, in principle the lateral expansion of NWs growing in the [0001] direction cannot introduce any new SF; the lattice structure is dictated already during the growth of the “core”. We have shown that by such procedure WZ III–V NWs as thick as a few tens of nanometers with considerably reduced number of SF can be grown.
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